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 D.B.V Arriba             Basketball

 Word from board

Dear Arribans,

Dear handsome Arribans,

Tonight is the championship game of the Gents 1 against the Jugglers, a clas-
sic Enschede derby. After 9 years of coaching Arriba, Bas will finally get his 
hands on the 1st place in the competition. Hereby we want to congratulate 
Bas! Afterwards, join the escalationtrain to Wasteland to ruin your Sunday! 
Shout out to Harambee for joining the championship’s game and contribute 
to the overall atmosphere. 
I hope you all enjoyed the Sportgala as much as I did. The next event we can 
look forward to is the 45th Batavierenrace. The biggest student relayrace in 
the world! We are still searching Arribans to run some stages, so don’t be 
hesitant to join! If you hate to run, I don’t blame you, you can also help us by 
doing a barshift that weekend. Sign-up at Pim or somebody from the board.
Furthermore, enjoy the 2nd edition of the Arriblad!

Rens van Schouwenburg
Quaestor Drienerlose Basketballvereniging Arriba
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 Word from Arriblad

Dear Arribans,

Of course we know you’re all watching the exciting championship match of 
Arriba Gents 1. We agree that your focus should be on the sport, but at one 
point during the match your favorite player might on the bench (for some a 
bit longer than the other) and you have moment to enjoy the 2nd edition 
of the Arriblad. Written to keep you posted on past, current and upcoming 
events, wrapped in our signature taste of humor. This edition we have lots of 
Q&A letters, some puzzles and a love story.

Some things that happened: Arriba has a new 
logo. An idea pushed by last year’s board and 
executed by our current board.  At the BAV it 
was voted to rejuvenate of the Arriba brand 
with the new logo. The logo is based on the 
‘Caracara’, a Central-American crested Falcon.

4 march we had the sports Gala. Arriba was 
well represented. A nice example was how the 

large void Arriba left on the dance during our group photo. Unfortunately has 
the Arriblad not yet received the photos of the gala, so we’ll save some for 
the next edition.

Some things happening: Arriba Gents 1 championship match against Jugglers. 
Like you didn’t know this yet, Sounds like a great reason to party: Klaas gaat 
gek: “en jullie ook”. I heard rumors about Karaoke. 

Some things about to happen: The Bata. The Batavieren race as a relay race 
from Nijmegen to Eneschede. Followed by the largest student party of the 
year. Arriba runs every year, there will be a Arriban BBQ then party is on. 
There might even be a new edition of the arriblad, something to look forward 
to ofcourse. 

For now: enjoy the Arriblad, don’t forget to enjoy the match and lets join the 
Gents 1 in celebration afterwards.

Kind regards,
The Arriblad editors
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 Team Standings

The season is almost over and Gents 1 have graciously positioned themselves 
with a neat goal differential on the first place. The ladies team are still in the 
race for the 2nd place and the Gents 2 have placed themselves 3 places high-
er since last Arriblad edition. The Gents 3 are still able to end up in the top 3 
of the competition!

  Arriba Ladies 1
 

# TEAM POINTS PLAYED GOAL DIFF.
1 Uitsmijters DS 2 34 18 494
2 D.B.V. Arriba DS 1 26 18 228
3 The Valley Bucketeers DS 1 24 17 362
4 Amical DS 1 20 18 -18
5 Kikkers DS 1 18 17 159
6 S.V.Z.W. DS 1 12 16 -117
7 Peatminers DS 1 2 17 -469
8 Stars ‘84 DS 1 2 17 -639

  Arriba Gents 1

# TEAM POINTS PLAYED GOAL DIFF.
1 D.B.V. Arriba HS 1 34 18 616
2 WSV HS 1 28 18 291
3 The Jugglers HS 2 26 18 239
4 Amical HS 1 16 18 -101
5 Be Quick ‘28 HS 1 12 18 -169
6 B.V. Isala HS 1 12 18 -299
7 Kikkers HS 1 10 18 -199
8 Twente Buzzards HS 2 6 18 -378
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Arriba Gents 2 

# TEAM POINTS PLAYED GOAL DIFF.
1 Uitsmijters HS 2 32 17 390
2 Jolly Jumpers HS 1 26 19 100
3 TONEGO ’65 HS 1 26 19 87
4 S.V.Z.W. HS 1 22 18 170
5 The Valley Bucketeers HS 2 22 18 110
6 The Jugglers HS 3 22 18 74
7 Peatminers HS 1 22 18 62
8 D.B.V. Arriba HS 2 16 17 57
9 Risne Stars HS 1 12 19 -193

10 Amical HS 2 10 19 -215
11 Peatminers HS 2 8 19 -237
12 Twente Buzzards HS 3 2 19 -405

  Arriba Gents 3

# TEAM POINTS PLAYED GOAL DIFF.
1 Risne Stars HS 2 30 18 332
2 S.V.Z.W. HS 2 28 18 440
3 B.V. Isala HS 2 22 18 175
4 D.B.V. Arriba HS 3 22 18 117
5 The Jugglers HS 4 18 18 9
6 Amical HS 3 16 18 16
7 The Valley Bucketeers HS 3 8 18 -312
8 Stars ’84 HS 1 0 18 -777
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 Team page: Gents 3

Last season this team was at the bottom half of the competition. But now, 
with the help of Stijn ‘Everything Is Proportional’ Eikenaar and his Edgar 
Davids’ glasses, the tables have turned. His length combined with the speed 
of Andrea ‘There Is No Pizza’ Bocelli resulted in a shared third place in the 
league. But before we look further to the players, we must first look to the 
backbone of the team: the trainers and coaches. The physical aspects have 
been taken care of by Klaas ‘Private’ van Dijk who has taken the collective 
team from 3 to 10+ army drills. The team is always looking forward to these 
drills, as Klaas proudly smiles at the sidelines. Above Klaas (+316-22870114) 
there is Bob ‘Commander In Chief (Dep. Borrels)’ Hengeveld whose tactical 
training served us greatly during the competition. Since half of Gents 3 don’t 
understand the Overload (which results in confusion and chaos) Bob wisely 
opted for the 4-out offensive against a zone later in the season. Now that’s 
smart thinking! With Stijn in the Bucket every pass inside now is practically an 
alley-oop.

Now back to the team, because trainers and coaches will only get you so 
far. As most of you know the big difference this year is that we actually have 
centers, essential in our competition. Next to the previously mentioned Stijn 
we also have two more big guys: Jeronimol ‘I’m Always Right’ Mol and 
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Pim ‘I rather drink beer with my board and send snapchats of it, than 
coming to training’ Weijerink. These two however don’t fully understand the 
concepts of not making fouls when told. We have learned the hard way not 
to shout this when Pim is in a 1v1 situation, because this always results in a 
jumping defensive hammer-stroke to the opponents head (and an obvious 
foul). Fortunately they make up for this in other aspects in or out of the game 
(you can ask them for specifics, it’s complicated).

Our other new foreign recruits include Dejordeje ‘Wrong Time, Wrong Place’ 
Vaazylyefik and Carlos ‘Walls Won’t Stop Me’ Garcias whose flavor give an 
edge to our gameplay. Djordje skillfully makes fouls on fast break situations 
and then refuses to understand the Dutch referee, but makes up for this 
for stylish behind the back passes and three point shots whose arc can’t be 
explained mathematically (at least we can’t). Carlos, our newest addition, 
is making more ankle breakers than the rest of the team and is a welcome 
addition since our guards Andrea and Menno ‘Not The Fat One’ Roelofs are 
continuously out of commission. You can see that the road to success is 
always hard and some companions are no longer with use (R.I.P. in pieces): 
Roger ‘Get Spanish’ Clarasó Esteve, whos three back to back threes gave us 
an unbelievable victory in Deventer, Rudiger ‘The Roemaster’ Rudy Kokou 
Atchon, whos still jumping high in Germany, and Kaspar ‘Who?’ Pedak, who?
We also recruited some rookies for this year who were eager to run their 
lungs into higher capacity. Jordi ‘They Only Wanted Me In Hengelo’ Hendrix 
always takes the lead in army drills and keeps the pace high, what everyone 
in the team finds delightful. Bob ‘Fake It Till You Make It’ van Lent, our second 
rookie, only bring his girlfriend to matches which are guaranteed wins, but we 
understand: a win on the court is a win at home (*winkyface*).

   -- INTERMEZZO  --
Did you know that Djordje can arrange discounts at steam? Apparently this is 
legal, although this still has to be confirmed.
   -- END INTERMEZZO  --
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 Coming Activities

Date Activity
25-03 Championship Game Gents 1

      (
02-04 3v3 tournament: SIGN UP!
08-04 Super Saturday!
14-04 Fissa @ Jelmer’s place
18-04 Start Summer League
21-04 Fissa Thijs (location: see Arribirthdays)
29-04 45e Batavierenrace
28-05/29-05 GUMIT
ALWAYS Escalatie met Klaas

 Team-didn’t-fit-on-page: Gents 3

Last Friday was the debut from a player from down under (I mean 
Eindhoven). Felix ‘Grab Him By The Balls’ Dols played an important part in the 
victory in his first game in blue and yellow and he will continue to fulfill his 
duties until the end of the season.

Veteran of the Gents 3 Charles ‘Friday Night Magic’ Gorter, wants to bring 
the Gents 3 to the next level (at all costs). However, while he is pushing the 
team, he maybe has to start by running the suicides in time. Although Charles 
is the veteran of the Gents 3, there is another father figure within the team. 
Not only the players can find comfort at teamcaptain Robert ‘Sugardaddy’ van 
Dinteren, but mostly the ladies are chasing this sweet. Although Robert has 
lots of choice, he has difficulty in finding the perfect sugarlady. Unlike Mattijs 
‘Nothing Is Proportional’ Mientki, who has found the perfect little arriba girl. 
Since basketball is a backbreaking sport, the current Gents 3 has to be 
replaced soon. Herson ‘Superdaddy’ El Phantasma has found the solution and 
is already breeding a new kind of super basketball player. In short, the Gents 
3 has a prosperous future.
If you’re reading this, congrats. Yesterday we beat Stars ’84 again. You should 
congratulate us as well. 
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games. He ended up with a broken heart and chose for playing Arriba games. 
Arriba is love. Arriba is life. If you see Sem, please give him a hug. Jelmer is 
another proud member of the Cripple Crew. It is kind of a sad story how he 
ended up in this team. As we all know, Jelmer was hanging out with some 
girls in a random kroeg all night long. He was fixing girls that intensely that he 
ended up with Hexenschuß! Terrible, terrible accident. Next we have Uncle 
Dave. Actually, just because he’s old. When is he going to finish his Master? 
Representing the 3rd team: Robert, Menno and Andrea.  Actually, just because 
they’re missed some practices. Kind of anti-climax. And last but not least: our 
very own Shanti! He may be the very backbone of the crew as he is always 
been crippled. Since he has diabetes he definitely positioned himself in the 
starting-5 #crippled4life

 Crossword

Answers can be found at page:   23

 Criple crew: 

    
We want to introduce Arribans with a new team: the Crippled Crew! The 
worst players of Arriba are selected and qualified to join the team. Congratu-
lations on behalf of the Arriblad committee! The following guys are selected:

Menno Roelofs Gents 3
Andrea Bracesco Gents 3
Robert van Dinteren Gents 3
Rene Tigchelaar Ladies 1
Sem Geerts Gents 2
Jelmer Lekkertje Random kroeg
Sjoerd ‘Shanti’ Barts Gents 2
Xavier ‘Icanstillplay#Surgerytomorrow’ Ikej Gents 2
Dimitry Brons (C) Gents 1
Rens van Schouwenburg Gents 1
Bob Hengeveld Gents 1
Uncle Dave Gents 1

As you can see it is a big and strong team. 
These strong men will join the battle and will never be broken. Rene is one of 
the most active players. At the start of a practice he starts with all his energy. 
However, only after some exercises he stops playing and joins them later at 
5-vs-5. Even some of the ladies team say that he is too soft and therefore 
qualifies himself for a spot in the Criple Crew! Everybody can learn of the 
best of the worst. Rens is the one guy. He never played a game this year and 
is therefore perfect for this team. If you need a benchwarmer please ask 
for Rens and he will be happily to do it for you. Mr. Brons, is obviously your 
captain. He is becoming on age, and every little injury in catching up to him. 
His legs, back, ankles, terrific member for the Cripple Crew. Congratulations 
Dimitry! And Bob, yeah, your ankle braces are growing by the minute. Just 
step out and in at practice whatever it suits you. This stubbornness and 
inability to do full practices qualifies you to join the forces! Sem, the heart-
broken man. He isn’t crippled, however he had to choose between gf or play 
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 Fifty shades of Arriba

I still remember like it all happened yesterday, and before I know it,  I start 
reliving this strange event again: It is a shady evening while the wind blows 
through my hair. It is chilly and hot in a strange kind of way that I cannot 
explain. I pass some birch trees and I see some strange people with farmers 
accents in the distance. I don’t know them. I don’t wanna know them. On my 
way I pass some rural roadways to campus and I think of the practice where 
I’m heading to, because I desire to practice. Mainly I crave a hard, a very hard 
practice today. With some good ball-handling exercises. Though I’m still stiff 
from last practice, so stiff I am afraid that I will rip some body parts when I 
bend. On the other hand I always liked to be agonized like that in a way I nev-
er understood. Maybe today is the day that we will be racked so hard that we 
have to crawl back home. After 10 minutes I heard somebody shout: “ hey 
__A__, going for some hoops?”, but I didn’t hear it. My focus was somewhere 
else.

When I entered the court its seemed that I would be disappointed is a sever 
way. A terrible practice turned out to be a painful truth, but not in the painful 
way I prefer. It was a practice with passing and I don’t like to share. Especially 
balls, the ball is mine and mine alone. Nevertheless the running gave some 
satisfaction for I love to cut hard and go back door. Because of the running I 
start to exhaust a little bit and some body juices drip along my body. But I still 
was a little bit down, also when I had some great penetrations. Not as good as 
___B___ who has a perfect penetration and is besides a great inside player.  I 
covet the thorough and rough stile of my teammate in so many different ways 
and I cherish every moment we have together. 

“Ffjuuuut!!!!” I am brutally awoken out of my daydream after the coach blew 
the whistle. Really, sometimes I wonder if the coach just doesn’t like to blow 
on whistles. That explains why he sucks so hard, which is indeed a contradic-
tion with my former statement. Never mind… Training is finished, but I am still 
as always potent as a horse, so I still did some extra elbow shots. After I fin-
ished this strange tasting drinks in little glasses I was finished for the day. But 
the day isn’t over and I know I have a shower session in prospect. The locker 
room was empty and I took out my clothes and entered the shower, star-na-
ked. The warm drops felt like paradise and life was good. Then I heard in my 
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ear: ”hey darling, practice just has started” and though I didn’t saw the shape 
and size of the person behind me, I was sure that it was __C__. In a reflex I 
dropped my soap and said: “I don’t want to plgggggggg…”. Before I could re-
ply, my trachea was blocked and I lost my consciousness. 

The next thing I can remember was that I was on my bike back home: ev-
erything hurt and I couldn’t even sit without feeling a extensive pain in my 
interior. I felt dirty and thought that everybody looked at me. First I thought I 
imagined the staring, but then I noticed there was still a ball in my mouth. No 
wonder everybody was looking at me, who does a basketball in his mouth in 
public? I spit the ball out and the last thing I thought that evening is that my 
butt would hurt less if I had bought a bike seat to place upon the rusty metal 
pin on my bike.

- Fill in the names to your own preferences. -

- Some possibilities are given below -

A B C
Sjoerd Jelmer Mark
Jasper Alex Thijs
Jeroen Stijn Aicha
Josi Arno David
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 Obituary

Gerben Cornelis Hendrikus 
Hopman

21 agustus  2012 - 17 maart 2017

Daar sta je dan
Je zag dit moment al zo vaak in je dromen

En daar is t dan
De dag die je wist dat zou komen is eindelijk hier

Rip in Pies

 Math problem

A New Unsolvable Math Problem
The millennium prize problems used to be 7 math problems which are not 
solved by anyone till this day and for solving them a 1 million dollar prize is 
awarded. These math problems are:

• P versus NP
• Hodge conjecture
• Poincare conjecture
• Riemann hypothesis
• Yang-mills existence and mass gap
• Navier-Stokes existence and smoothness 
• Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture

However, recently an 8th problem has been added to this list. Namely the 
“2 is 1” problem. This mathematical complexity occurred when the 1st 
team of Arriba became champion with Dimitry Brons as Captain! Dimitry is 
a well-known for, despite his inexhaustible, eternal effort to end up in first 
place, still always end up in second place. Before the championship of Arriba, 
math was quite easy: 1 = 1 & 2 = 2, but with Arriba as champion it seems also 
possible that 2(D. Brons) = 1(Arriba 1st team). The Arriblad committee has 
struggled many nights over this complexity, please help us! If someone finds 
the solution to this problem or some sort of theory, make sure to send it to: 
milleniumproblems@fakemail.uk
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 Sent letters of the members

Dear Arriblad ,

I recently finished my master in applied physics and now have much time to 
spare. Do you think it would be okay to start practicing with the second team 
and giving practice to the recreationals?

Yourz truly, 
Gerbz
-----------------------------------------
Dear Gerben, 

  Please go finish your stage-report.

Kisses the Arriblad
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Ariblad. 
I am cherman of the nicest basketball klub of Twente. But I am always sitting 
on the bensj during. Can you tell the coach that this is hyghli inapropriate to 
sitt on the bensj for a tjerman?

Gr tjerrman
-------------------------
Dear chairman,

We understand your problems and it seems outrageous. We offer two solu-
tions for you:
1 you put a chair besides the bench and take place over there.
2 you change your title to benchman.
Good luck and see you on the bench/chair!

kind regards,
The Arriblad
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Dear Arriblad,

There is one guy in Arriba who always creates these awkward situations. 
What can I do about this?

Xx
Anonymous
----------------------
Dear IJnowa (Idontreallyknowahowtospellyanamerighta),

Davey is an expert in avoiding awkward situations so maybe you can ask him, 
luckily you guys are going on a date so this will be a win-win situation (you 
guys have something to talk about and you learn to avoid these awkward 
situations).

Awkward kisses from the Arriblad 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Arriblad,

Every time I’m with a girl, Klaas and Gerben start calling me. Everyone knows 
I know my way around the ladies and it is not so hard for me to “get some”, 
but every time my phone rings when we are just started it’s a real mood-
killer, what can I do?

Xx
Jelmer 
------------------------
Dear Jelmer,

You’re handsome but not so bright.
Just turn off your phone.
Luv

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Dear Arriblad,
During practice people call fouls on me, which are no fouls at all. How can I 
handle this?
----------------------
Dear Arno,
Don’t complain. You’re not a pussy.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Arriblad,

About a year ago my former barber shop closed down. My hair grew a lot and 
I don’t know what to do about it.
Houdoe wàr, 
Noud
----------------------
Dear Snickerz,
There is a barber shop very close to the sportscentre next to the ING ATM, if 
this doesn’t help enough, feel free to ask Tim to point it out to you. He gets 
haircuts regularly. 
Hugs x
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dear Arriblad, 
when I have to watsj my gf volleyball game she is sitting on the bensj. Is it still 
mendatory too go?

Dear chairman,
Now you know how she feels during your games. Another option is for both 
to quit sports and warm some benches at home. More cozy and less uncom-
fortable.

Ps maybe you can change your title to benchman.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Dear Arriblad,

Few weeks ago there was a gala. But my date didn’t give a lot of attention to 
me? I really like my date but I don’t know if this is mutual. How can I find out 
if there is something more than only being friends?

Anonymous
----------------------
Dear Anonymous,

Congratulations. You are one of the many, many Arribanen who had this 
issue. And thus you are not alone in loneliness. We have to be honest to 
you. We don’t know why your date didn’t pay any attention to you. But we 
can imagine dozens of scenarios why you weren’t approached: Maybe you 
gave this person cookies, maybe you received cookies yourself, even when 
you gave a f@ck1ng bouquet of flowers. Maybe your date was just shy, or 
puking in an alley or you were puking yourself. We just don’t know and we 
will never know. It could be wise to start with a minor conversation and who 
knows something good comes out of it. You can start easy with: “hey, love 
your shoes” or “Everything fine behind the zipper?” Going straight for the 
bullseye can also being appreciated. A direct shot in the rose is just saying 
“Wanna fuck?”, she can say no but also yes. It’s a 50% chance! The key is just 
try something and show some interest in the other person. In the end the 
one who perseveres, is the one who wins. Even cookies can be turned into  a 
creampie if you try long enough! But remember to arrange your funeral when 
it comes this far! #RIPinpiesGerben

Kind regards,
Anonymous

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Birthday calendar

These gorgeous Arribans are soon celebrating their birthdays! That means 
one thing, free beer! Oh and Thijs is having a beer pong party on 21th April, 
so bring yo peeps over there! (Veldkampstraat 26, 7513 ZB Enschede)

6-apr Thijs Nassi H1
8-apr Sven Kruthoff H1
11-apr Bob hengeveld H1
17-apr Moniek Scholten D1
20-apr Mattijs Mientki H3
21-apr Bas van der Veen Recreanten
29-apr Xavier Ikejemba H2
5-mei Rens van Schouwenburg H1
6-mei Robert van Dinteren H3
9-mei Djordje Vasiljevic H3
9-mei Alex Dakin H1
12-mei Mohamed Refai Recreanten
19-mei Rudiger Atchon H3
26-mei Julia Müller Recreanten
27-mei Matteo Giuberti H2
28-mei Rens van der Ploeg Recreanten

 Quotes

Arriblad: we want more quotes! We know many memorable phrases are 
uttered by our members. Remembering them is the hard part. When your 
hear one, please write it down or text a member of the Arriblad.

Tegenstander over Noud: Telkens staat daar die vent met zijn spaghetti 
armpjes
Opponent about Noud: Everytime that guys is there with his spaghetti-arms

Aicha: I like to spread my legs.

Aicha: I cannot keep my legs together

Pim: I can’t come to practice

Josi before gala: Can I wear high heels if I go with Arno?

Stijn: Where can I find an alley?

Jeroen: It’s better to look at the ball when you make a drive.

Klaas: Would you do Alex?
Judith: I am curious

People working on Arriblad: does this go too far? 

Anniek: die zwarte mag er niet in

Andrea: We should get more vodka for the ladies
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Bob Hengeveld
Klaas van Dijk
Judith Oude Voshaar

Birthday calendar

These gorgeous Arribans are soon celebrating their birthdays! That means 
one thing, free beer! Oh and Thijs is having a beer pong party on 21th April, 
so bring yo peeps over there! (Veldkampstraat 26, 7513 ZB Enschede)

6-apr Thijs Nassi H1
8-apr Sven Kruthoff H1
11-apr Bob hengeveld H1
17-apr Moniek Scholten D1
20-apr Mattijs Mientki H3
21-apr Bas van der Veen Recreanten
29-apr Xavier Ikejemba H2
5-mei Rens van Schouwenburg H1
6-mei Robert van Dinteren H3
9-mei Djordje Vasiljevic H3
9-mei Alex Dakin H1
12-mei Mohamed Refai Recreanten
19-mei Rudiger Atchon H3
26-mei Julia Müller Recreanten
27-mei Matteo Giuberti H2
28-mei Rens van der Ploeg Recreanten
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 D.B.V Arriba             Basketball

Photos’

“Luckily I wasn’t mentioned 
that much this Arriblad”
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“In black and white they 
won’t see i’m playing the wrong ball”

“Caracara?!”
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